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SUMMARY This paper proposes a new self-healing scheme that
differentiates the bandwidth requirement for each network service on
ATM networks. First, we show the necessity of our proposed scheme.
In the future network, we must satisfy two demands, rapid restoration
from failure and differentiated bandwidth requirements. The conven-
tional restoration scheme, called the self-healing scheme, realizes rapid
restoration, but does not support bandwidth differentiation; the new
self-healing scheme proposed herein does. We also show that the pro-
posed scheme reduces the spare resources required for backup. The
scheme can be realized as a simple extension of the conventional self-
healing scheme. Finally, simulations show that the proposed scheme
requires fewer spare resources while offering comparable restoration
time to the conventional approach against any demand pattern.
key words:  ATM, restoration, self-healing, differentiated band-
width requirement

1. Introduction

Future networks must offer extremely high capacity. To this
end, backbone networks based on Asynchronous Transfer
Mode (ATM) networks are being established to provide suf-
ficient network resources. In these networks, transmission
paths tend to be large, so one failure causes enormous data
loss. Furthermore, society will become highly dependent on
data communication. Mission critical network services in-
clude electric commerce and tele-medicine. Even one failure
will significantly damage the information society politically
and economically, so rapid restoration from failure is required.
Self-healing schemes were developed to achieve this goal.
They realize rapid restoration by distributing the control
mechanism among network elements, and many variants have
been proposed [1]-[18].

Other characteristic of future networks is that each net-
work service will have a different bandwidth requirement ac-
cording to the network service concept. Some high reliabil-
ity services should be assured of a Peak Cell Rate (PCR) to
fully satisfy customer demands even if failure occurs. For
these services, sufficient spare resources must be reserved to
ensure restoration. On the other hand, the bandwidth of low
reliability services can be decreased to a predefined Mini-
mum Cell Rate (MCR) for a short time to decrease cost. In
view of user cost and application, it is possible to define the
following service classes according to failure state.

(1) PCR guaranteed regardless of failure state

(2) Rate is allowed to fall to MCR only when failure happens
(3) Rate is allowed to fall to MCR regardless of failure state

In ATM networks, the same network can carry these ser-
vices. Given reasonable failure patterns, spare resources can
be reduced by forcing service classes (2) and (3) to MCR as
needed. This realizes cost effective network management with
fewer spare resources needed for backup. However, no con-
ventional self-healing scheme provides an adequate frame-
work to achieve these states.

This paper proposes a new self-healing scheme that re-
alizes differentiated bandwidth management. It is based on
the flexible bandwidth control permitted by the Virtual Path
(VP) layer in ATM networks. This paper also shows that the
scheme realizes more cost effective network management than
the conventional restoration scheme.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
the next section, we describe the conventional self-healing
scheme and its problems in realizing bandwidth differentia-
tion. Section 3 describes how to realize the new self-healing
scheme. Section 4 quantitatively evaluates the proposed
scheme through simulations. Concluding remarks appear in
Sect. 5.

2. Conventional Self-Healing Scheme

2.1 Backup VP Scheme

Existing self-healing schemes are classified as the flooding
type [2], [8]-[12] and the backup VP type [3]-[7]. Flooding
type restoration looks for the backup route by broadcasting
messages after a failure is detected, so this scheme can detect
a backup route flexibly regardless of the failure pattern. But,
it takes much restoration time. On the other hand, backup
restoration preassigns backup routes. This approach simpli-
fies the restoration process. Backup restoration also suits ATM
networks (the advantages are described later). We have de-
veloped a scheme of this type called the Backup VP scheme
for ATM networks [3]-[5]. It is realized in the VP layer in
ATM networks. The control and flexibility possible with ATM
realizes effective restoration.

In this scheme, Backup VPs are preassigned with zero
bandwidth when established. This is feasible because ATM
networks allow route establishment to be independent of band-
width setting [19]. The backup VPs accommodated in that
link and are managed by the node connected to the link shares
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the spare resources of a link. If a network failure occurs, the
appropriate bandwidth is captured by distributed message
communication between nodes on the backup VP after the
failure is detected by a VP failure detection message, such as
VP-AIS[20]. After appropriate bandwidth is captured in all
links on the backup VP, the failed working VP is switched to
the backup VP.

The Backup VP scheme realizes rapid restoration by pre-
assigning backup routes [3]. It also decreases cost by sharing
spare resources and switching at termination nodes unlike
restoration schemes that utilize dedicated spare resources and
switching at switching nodes [4], [21]-[24]. Furthermore, uti-
lizing the Backup VP scheme allows us to estimate required
spare resources against foreseeable failure patterns (i.e. 1 link/
node failure). This simplifies network resource (bandwidth)
management. The maximum bandwidth required to counter
all foreseeable failure patterns is established in all links [4].

2.2 Problems of Conventional Self-Healing Scheme and
its Solution

In the conventional Backup VP scheme and other self-heal-
ing schemes, all network services are assumed to have the
same bandwidth requirement, so the spare resources are es-
tablished to cope with the most stringent requirement of all
services carried. Thus conventional schemes require much
spare resources.

This paper extends the Backup VP scheme to solve this
problem. We define the 3 VP service classes introduced in
chapter 1.

- High reliability VP (H-VP): Guaranteed PCR regardless of
failure

- Middle reliability VP (M-VP): Decrease the bandwidth to
MCR in case of own failure

- Low reliability VP (L-VP): Decrease the bandwidth to MCR
in case of own or other failure as necessary.

We extend the conventional self-healing scheme to sup-
port and utilize these VP services. The proposed scheme re-
alizes cost-effective networks that require fewer spare re-
sources by following below concepts.

- M-VPs and L-VPs captures MCR under own failure.
- Bandwidth released from L-VPs is utilized for restoration.

3. Proposed Scheme

This section details the proposed scheme. To provide a back-
ground to the proposed scheme, we first explain how to es-
tablish spare resources and node databases. We then explain
how to extend the Backup VP scheme.

3.1 Establishment of Spare Resources

3.1.1 Estimation of Spare Resources

The proposed scheme is based on the Backup VP scheme, so
it is able to estimate the spare resources that fulfill all band-
width requirements of each VP against all foreseeable failure
patterns [4]. In the same manner, we can estimate the spare
resources for the 3 VP service classes. This means that suffi-
cient spare resources are established in all links when H-VPs
capture PCR, and M-VPs and L-VPs capture MCR in all fore-
seeable failure patterns. Furthermore, the proposed scheme
utilizes the bandwidth of L-VPs to decrease the bandwidth
needed for restoration. These two technique decreases the
spare resources required.

Spare resources required in link l (SRl) are given by equa-
tion (1). If SR

l
 is below zero, spare resources are not required

in this link. That is, all failed VPs are restored by the band-
width released from L-VPs in foreseeable failure patterns.

SRl = Max (WRl,m) – (PCRl,vp– MCRl,vp)Σ
vp

l
(1)

WRl,m : Total bandwidth required in link l to restore
            all failed VPs when optional link m (≠l ) fails
PCRl,vp : PCR of low reliability VP in link l
MCRl,vp: MCR of low reliability VP in link l

3.1.2 Minimization of Spare Resources

Spare resources required in each link depend on the route of
each working and Backup VP. To roughly minimize required
spare resources, we utilize the procedure in Fig. 1 to decide
the route of a working VP (VP

a
) and a backup VP (BVP

a
). It

presumes that VPa and BVPa are disjoint except termination
nodes.

In Seq3, condition (1) and (2) means that the link has
sufficient bandwidth (captured from L-VPs) such that all
backup VPs in the link can be restored against all foreseeable
failure patterns. If condition (1) and (2) are satisfied, it is
useless to increase spare resources. So, such a link will be
selected as a candidate of backup VP first. If there are plural
candidates that satisfies two conditions or there are no candi-
dates that fulfill the two conditions in Seq3, Subseq (in Fig.
1(b)) is executed. In Subseq, the link that increases spare re-
sources least is selected, that means the link satisfies condi-
tion (3). When estimating spare resources after including VPa

and link i as elements of BVP
a
, some links may need more

spare resources to guarantee the bandwidth requirements than
before including VPa, while other links may not due to the
sharing of spare resources. To reduce total spare resources in
whole network, we prefer the link that does not need more
spare resources.

One advantage of the proposed scheme is that it does
not affect the routes of existing working VPs and backup VPs.
To achieve complete optimization, we must change all routes
drastically, but this is not realistic because it would increase
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Table 1 Link information.

Table 2 VP information.

must obtain the information described above. In this paper,
we define such nodes as “Management nodes.” A Manage-
ment node obtains the Link information described in Table
1, and the VP information containing all data of working VPs
and backup VPs in the link. This information (see Table 2) is
utilized by the proposed scheme.

3.3 Capture MCR Bandwidth in Failure State

When failure occurs, the trigger message for capturing band-
width is sent. Management nodes on the backup VP capture
bandwidth from spare resources upon receiving the trigger
message by referring to Bandwidth in VP information. This
information is established based on the service requirement
of the VP. That is, H-VP captures PCR and L-VP and M-VP
capture MCR in failure state (see Table 2).

3.4 Utilization of the Bandwidth Released from L-VPs

A bumping algorithm that releases all the bandwidth of some
VPs and utilizes the released bandwidth for restoration has
been proposed [25]. As an extension of the Bumping algo-
rithm, we realize a restoration scheme that releases the band-
width of L-VP to MCR and utilizes released bandwidth for
backup. Releasing the bandwidth is executed any time the
spare resources are insufficient when failure occurs. Two
mechanisms that release the bandwidth are described below.

(1) Release the needed bandwidth exactly.
(2) Force the bandwidth to MCR.

Requests to release bandwidth may come in groups, since
mechanism (1) would force each request to initiate bandwidth

(b)

(a)

Fig. 1 Procedure to establish virtual path network.

Null(Initial state)/VPI of reserved Low
reliability VPs(Reserve condition
="Release")

Null(Initial state)/VPI of  a Backup VP
which reserves this VP and reserved
bandwidth **(Reserve condition =
"Reserved")

Null(Initial state)/Release(Reserve the
bandwidth of L-VPs for restoration )

Null(Initial state) / Reserved*(Reserved
for release the bandwidth) / Executing*
(Now executed bandwidth release) /
Finish*(Finish the bandwidth release)

Working VP

Backup VP

Working VP

Backup VP

Reserve
Infomation

Reserve
Condition

VP reliability
value

A working VP in L-VP is set to 1, Other one is set to
an integral number over 1

PCR and MCR of the VP (MCR is equal
to PCR in H-VP and M-VP)Working VP

Backup VP Bandwidth required when failure happens
(H-VP : PCR, M-VP,L-VP : MCR)

Data

VP classification

Contents

Working VP / Backup VP

VP Identifier(VPI) Specific value for the VP in a link[3]

Bandwidth

*, **  : these are for L-VPs

node complexity and stop services. The proposed scheme does
not require route reestablishment, and so yields an approxi-
mately optimal solution.

3.2 Link and VP Information

To realize the proposed scheme in a distributed manner, all
or some nodes must manage information about the bandwidth
utilization in the links, and VP characteristics accommodated
in the links. Thus, at least one node connected to each link
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Fig. 2 Restoration sequence utilizing bandwidth releasing mechanism.

release which increase restoration time [25] and complicate
the restoration algorithm. Restoration time is also important
factor, so we adopt (2) because it minimizes the increase in
restoration time and simplify the restoration algorithm.

Figure 2 describes the algorithm for releasing the band-
width of L-VPs and restoring failed VPs by utilizing the band-
width so released. In Fig. 2, restoration starts using BVPm,
but the link “2” connecting node “B” and node “C” lacks
sufficient spare resources, so L-VPs (VP

n
) are released to pro-

vide enough free bandwidth. The termination node located
downstream that detects the failure by VP alarm detection
(ex. VP-AIS[20]) is defined as the Start node, while that lo-
cated upstream is the Destination node. Node “A” manages
Link “1,” Node “B” manages Link “2” and Node “C” man-
ages Link “3” about the VP and Link information in each
link.

Phase 1: Bandwidth Capture Phase

The Start node sends a Capture_message to the next node on

the backup VP until that message reaches the Destination
node. If there are sufficient spare resources for backup, the
Management node captures spare resources and sends a
Capture_message to the next node. If not, the Management
node captures all spare resources first and selects some L-
VPs until adequate resources are captured for backup and
reserves their bandwidth. The bandwidth is not released in
this phase to eliminate useless bandwidth release (e.g. resto-
ration can not completed after some L-VPs were bumped).

In the Capture_message, The information Rel, which rep-
resents whether the bandwidth of L-VP is reserved or not in
all upstream nodes, is included. Rel is initialized to 0 at Start
node and updated when the bandwidth of L-VPs is reserved.
When updating, Rel is set to 1.

When Management nodes (node “A,” “B” and “C” in
this figure) receive a Capture_message, they execute the pro-
cedure in Fig. 3. Management nodes select one or more VPs
that have VP reliability value 1(e.g. L-VP(s)) that
ReserveCondition is “Null” or ReserveCondition is “Re-
served” but all bandwidth are not reserved at this time.
ReserveInfomation includes information about reserved band-
width in a L-VP, so it enables us to check whether all up-
stream links have already been reserved or not. To reserve
appropriate bandwidth, one or more L-VPs are reserved. Fi-
nally, if the appropriate bandwidth for restoration is success-
fully reserved on all links on the backup VP, the
Capture_message reaches the Destination node.

If a Management node does not capture or reserve the
appropriate bandwidth, it sends a Cancel_message back to(a)

(b)

- Execute
  bandwidth release

Release_VP
message

Release
message

Switch
message

- Confirm acks
- Resume sequence

- Release bandwidth
of L-VP to MCR

- Switch VP

Release_VP
message ack

Release
message

Release
message

Release_VP
message ack

-Switch VP

Capture
message

Phase 2

Phase 3

Finish
restoration

(Rel =1)

(Rel =1)

Capture
message

- capture
 spare resources

(Rel =0) - capture spare
resources and
reserve L-VPs

Capture
message

A B C D E F

Backup VP (BVPm)
Termination nodes

on a L-VP(VPn)

VP-Alarm
(VP-AIS[20])

Start
restoration

- capture
 spare resources

- Release bandwidth
of L-VP to MCR

Phase 1
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the Start node. Management nodes that receive the
Cancel_message initialize the updated Link information and
VP information. This procedure assumes unforeseeable fail-
ure patterns, such as multiple link/node failure or more.

Phase 2: Bandwidth Release Phase

If it is not necessary to release any L-VPs (e.g. Rel = 0), there
is no need to release the bandwidth, so the Destination node
switches the failed working VP to the backup VP and send a
Switch_message to the Start node as in the conventional
Backup VP scheme [4]. Upon receiving the Switch_message,
the Start node switches the failed working VP to the backup
VP that finishes the restoration sequence.

If it is necessary to release bandwidth (e.g. Rel = 1, in
Fig. 2), it sends a Release_message to the Start node via the
backup VP. Upon receiving the Release_message, the Man-
agement nodes execute the procedure in Fig. 4.

This procedure is needed to prevent cell overflow from
the released L-VPs. If we simply release a VP and reassign
its bandwidth in one link, cells will continue to arrive at the
upstream node that may degrade the cell loss quality of other
working VPs. To realize a safe sequence, we use ack for con-
firmation.

In this procedure, when one L-VP(VP
b
) is reserved by

multiple backup VPs, the Management node receiving
Release_message first switches the ReserveCondition of VP

b

to “Executing.” When the Management node receives another
Release_message requesting bandwidth release of VPb, it does
not execute the sequence for bandwidth release. This is be-
cause the first disposal releases the bandwidth until MCR, so
all reserved bandwidth are released at one time. This method
decreases the total number of message communications to
release bandwidth and simplifies the restoration procedure.

After updating the ReserveCondition of all reserved L-
VPs to “Finish,” Management node sends Release_message
to the next node.

Phase 3: Switch Phase

Upon receiving Release_message, the Start node switches
the failed working VP to the backup VP using the captured
bandwidth and sends a Switch_message to the Destination
node. The Destination node then switches the failed VP to its
backup VP and restoration finishes.

4. Evaluation of Proposed Scheme

This section quantitatively evaluates the effectiveness of our
proposed scheme in terms of spare resources and restoration
time by simulation. Three schemes are compared, Backup
VP scheme, proposed scheme that establish the route of work-
ing and backup VP by the concept of shortest path (pro-
posed1), and proposed scheme that establish routes by the
sequence proposed in Sect. 3.1.2 (proposed2). The simula-
tion conditions are described below.

-Network topology:
    1. Metropolitan LATA network (15 nodes joined by 28 links

(Fig. 5(a)))
   2. Japan long haul network (56 nodes joined by 85 links

(Fig. 5(b)))
-Foreseeable failure: 1 link failure
-PCR: all VPs have same PCR.
-VP routing:
    Backup VP scheme, Proposed1 (using proposed scheme):

Working VPs occupy the shortest path. Backup VPs oc-
cupy the shortest path that is not common (except ter-
mination nodes) with working VP.

    Proposed2: Working VPs and Backup VPs are established
based on the scheme described in Sect. 3.1.2 with the
aim of minimizing spare resources.

Fig. 3 Procedure for bandwidth capture phase.

Fig. 4 Procedure for bandwidth release phase.

if (ReserveCondition of the Backup VP = Release ) then
     - Send Release_VP_message to both termination nodes
        of reserved L-VPs whose condition are
             ReserveCondition = "Reserved

        ReserveInfo = "VPI of the Backup VP";
     - Update VP information of above L-VPs
             ReserveCondition = Executing ;
     - When confirming acks from a L-VP, update VP
        information of this L-VP:
              ReserveCondition = Finish ;
     - Send Release_message to the next node after
        ReserveCondition of all reserved L-VPs become
        Finish ;
else
     - Send Release_message to the next node

Fig. 5 Network topology.

(a) LATA (b) Japan long haul
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-Message processing time: 10ms
-Failure detection delay: transmission delay (hop number from

the point where failure occurs to termination node)
-Alarm detection delay: 10ms (failure generation time is set

to 0)

4.1 Evaluation of Spare Resources

Figures 6 and 7 show a comparison of total spare resources
required versus MCR/PCR ratio. In Figs. 6 (a) and 7 (a), one
H-VP, M-VP and L-VP are established between all nodes
with the same bandwidth in proposed1 and proposed2. In
(b), demand pattern in each node pair differs. The same num-
bers of 3 class VP (H-VP, M-VP and L-VP) are established
in proportion to the total number of links in connecting each
node pair. This demand pattern nearly reflects the real de-
mand pattern. In Backup VP scheme, the same numbers of
VPs are established compared with proposed1 and proposed2.
All VPs must offer PCR. Spare resources are established to
satisfy all bandwidth requirements against any foreseeable
failure pattern, and the spare resources that satisfy this re-
quirement are set to 1. The value in the graph is relative to
the total spare resources of the Backup VP scheme. From
both graphs, spare resources are proportionally decreased
depending on MCR. Furthermore, In Fig. 6 proposed2 re-
quires 20% less spare resources than proposed1. However,
proposed2 does not work well in the Japan long haul net-
work. This is because there is no alternative backup VPs in
that network topology, so the results almost the same

Figures 8 and 9 shows evaluations of spare resources
required when the demand pattern in each class varies. The
number of M-VP and L-VP are proportionally variable in all

node pairs one VP in all node pairs carries H-VP. MCR is set
to half of PCR. In both networks, the graph shows that the
same number of H-VP, regardless of M-VP, are required to
achieve a 50% decrease in spare resources. Furthermore, quite
a lot less spare resources are needed when there are a lot of
L-VPs. Proposed 2 takes into account the releasing of L-VP,
so it realizes network with lower spare resource requirements.

4.2 Evaluation of Restoration Time

When restoration involves the release of bandwidth, it tends
to increase the restoration time [25]. Restoration time is also
an important factor, so the increase must be as small as pos-
sible. Figure 10 shows evaluations of restoration time for each
network topology with variable MCR. Settings are the same

Fig. 6 Evaluation of the spare resources with variable MCR. ( Metro-
politan LATA network, H-VP : M-VP : L-VP = 1 : 1 : 1)

Fig. 7 Evaluation of the spare resources with variable MCR. (Japan

long haul network, H-VP : M-VP : L-VP = 1 : 1 : 1)

Fig. 10 Evaluation of the restoration time. (Uniform demand pattern,

H-VP : M-VP : L-VP = 1 : 1 : 1)

Fig. 8 Evaluation of the spare resources with variable demand pat-

tern in each service class. (Metropolitan LATA network, MCR / PCR =
0.5, the total VP number of H-VP is set to 1)

Fig. 9 Evaluation of the spare resources with variable demand pat-

tern in each service class. (Japan long haul network, MCR / PCR = 0.5,
the total VP number of H-VP is set to 1)
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as in Figs 6 (a) and 7 (a) The values are relative to the aver-
age restoration time when utilizing the Backup VP scheme
against all foreseeable failure patterns. Average restoration
time using the Backup VP scheme is 429 msec in Fig. 10 (a),
and 5,338 msec in Fig. 10(b).

The figures show that proposed schemes require more
time compared to the Backup VP scheme when using band-
width release for restoration, but the increase is relatively
small. This is because the sequence for bandwidth release is
executed in a distributed manner, so the time spent is dis-
persed among the nodes involved. This result shows that the
proposed scheme decreases the spare resource requirements
without increasing the restoration time significantly. The res-
toration time of proposed2 is sometimes less than that of pro-
posed1 even though proposed2 requires fewer spare resources.
This is because message processing does not concentrate at
specific nodes. It is a by-product of the routing scheme
adopted in proposed2.

5. Conclusion

We have proposed a new self-healing scheme that realizes
differentiated bandwidth requirement in each network ser-
vice on ATM networks. The proposed scheme decreases the
bandwidth assigned to MCR for backing up M-VP and L-
VPs and utilizes bandwidth released from L-VPs to restore
failed VPs. We have also proposed ways to establish spare
resources and node databases.

Simulation results show that the proposed scheme re-
quires fewer resources than conventional restoration schemes
and that it increases the restoration time by a relatively small
degree for foreseeable failure in any demand pattern. These
results show that it is now feasible to construct effective net-
works that require fewer spare resources without degrading
restoration time significantly. This means that the proposed
scheme realizes networks that fulfill the rapidity and differ-
entiated bandwidth requirement for the restoration required
in future networks.
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